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Abstract - In digital mobile communication systems, two important problems arise, namely multiple
access interference (MAI) and intersymbol interference (ISI). An attractive solution is the use of code division multiple access (CDMA) systems possibly combined with TDMA and FDMA. In CDMA communication systems, the MA1 and IS1 can be efficiently
combated by applying multi-sensor linear joint detection (JD) techniques, in particular, space-time processing methods. In most cases, they are derived from
a symbol-level error criterion. However, in some other
cases they are obtained from a chip-level viewpoint,
also known as chip sequence restoral techniques. In
the present paper, a detailed analytical comparison
between chip-rate and symbol-rate minimum mean
square error (MMSE) block filtering is provided, taking into account also other features such as structured
vs. non-structured block filter computation and chiplevel vs. symbol-level training sequence. Monte-Carlo
simulation results are also given to provide realistic
comparisons of the different methods.
I. INTRODUCTION

In digital mobile communication systems, two major problems arise naturally, namely t h e multiple access interference
(MAI), caused by the simultaneous transmission of signals associated with several active users t h a t share the same transmission medium, and the intersymbol interference (ISI), arising from frequency-selective mobile radio channels t h a t are, in
general, time-varying [l]. An attractive solution to the multiple access problem is code division multiple access (CDMA)
[2], possibly combined with FDMA and TDMA t o yield a hybrid MA scheme, which is currently being standardized for
the application to the third generation digital mobile radio
systems, e.g. TDD2 mode of UTRA3 envisaged by the 3GPP”
131.
In a CDMA mobile radio system, the MA1 can be efficiently
combated by applying either joint detection (JD) [4,5, 61 or
interference cancellation (IC) techniques [7, 81. Furthermore,
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the existence of IS1 in conjunction with MA1 has to be considered t o account for frequency-selective channels. Unfortunately, the maximum likelihood (ML) detection method [j]
is computationally unaffordable. Therefore, suboptimum J D
techniques have to be devised [6, 9, lo]. In addition, the use of
diversity techniques is welcome to overcome the fading of the
channel. In [ll],antenna diversity is exploited by deriving six
different linear J D methods for antenna diversity combining.
Most of the existing literature for linear J D schemes has
focussed on the derivation of block linear equalizers so t h a t ,
after space-time block filtering, an estimation of the transmitted symbols (expected t o be free of IS1 and MAI) is given.
However, an alternative approach can be obtained from a chiplevel viewpoint, being the objective in this case to find a linear
block equalizer t h a t gives a t its output the transmitted chip
sequence instead of the transmitted symbol sequence [12, 131.
In (141, numerical comparisons for the downlink single-antenna
case can be found.
In the present paper, only the multi-sensor minimum mean
square-error (MMSE) approach has been considered, because
it clearly outperforms the decorrelating matched filtering
(DMF) and the zero-forcing (ZF) approaches [ll, 101. As it
will be seen, the estimation of the block-equalizer matrix can
be performed following either a non-structured or a structured
approach. In both cases, a training sequence is used’, which
can be defined either on a chip or a symbol level. Taking
into account all the aforementioned possible choices that can
be made within t h e MMSE general approach, many potential
different versions arise. In t h e following, these variants are
analytically derived and compared. Monte-Carlo simulations
were also performed t o give realistic comparisons of the different methods when applied t o TDD mode of UTRA (see the
technical specification given by the 3 G P P [3]).
In Section 11, the signal model at chip and symbol level
is defined. Expressions for symbol and chip rate space-time
MMSE block filters are derived in Section 111. In Sections IVV, asymptotic analytical comparisons and performance evaluation criteria are given. Section VI is devoted to Monte-Carlo
simulation results. And, finally, in section VII, the final conclusions are drawn.
11. MULTIUSER-MULTISENSOR
SIGNAL MODEL
Since the goal is t o develop array joint detection methods,
a multiuser-multisensor signal model has to be defined, i.e.;
the signals of the K intracell users (transmitting with one
antenna) received a t each antenna, 1 5 q 5 Q, of the base
station (BS) array are explicitly written and the rest (intercell

51t is also possible t o design the filter in a blind manner,
but this is not considered in this paper.

users, other interfering signals and thermal noise) are lumped
together in the noise vector n:
K

xq=
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+ n4
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where sak) E CNcxlis a column vector corresponding t o the
temporal chip sequence transmitted by user k of length N,;
Hbl",)E C ( N c + L c - l ) x N c is the convolution matrix of the channel
from user k to antenna q of length L,; nq E C(NctLc-l)xl
and xq E C(Nc+Lc-l)xl
are the noise and the total received
signals a t antenna k respectively. T h e signal model can b e
further compacted by stacking columnwise the signals of each
antenna:
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(b) Chip-rate filtering

k=l

where H, = [ HY) . . . HiK) 1,
HLk)= [ HFjT . . . HL:;
I T , and
s , = [ s;')T
. . . S y - 1'.
Assuming t h a t a short spreading code is being used, the
transmitted chip sequence by user k can be expressed as
s(cl.) = C(kIs(k),where s ( k ) E C N x l corresponds t o the transmitted symbol sequence; C(k)= I N @ ' C (being
~ ) , c ( ~E) CsFxl
the normalized spreading code of user k with a spreading factor of SF and N,=N.SF. It can be compactly expressed on
a multiuser fashion using stacked vectors as sc = Cs, where
C =diag { [ C(') ... C(K)
is a block-diagonal matrix
verifying CHC= I. The received signal model can be then
rewritten as:
x = H,Cs+ n = Hss + n
(3)

I}

Figure 1: Space-time filtering schemes.

contain the temporal structure of the codes but white-like PN
sequences) R,=&I (full rank). It is important to remark that
during the transmission of the data symbols, the covariance
matrix of the chip-level transmitted sequence corresponds, indeed, to the structured expression, therefore, we can foresee
that the use of the structured R, in the filter design will yield
a better performance.

where H, = H,C (for a detailed definition of the structure of
H, see [ll]).
Equations (2) and ( 3 ) are referred to as chip-level and
symbol-level signal model respectively, because they relate the
received signal to either the transmitted chip or symbol sequence, being the symbol-level signal model the most commonly used (e.g. [9, 11, lo]). Although the following derivations are derived using the presented multiuser uplink model,
they also hold for downlink and for a single-user model (including the intracell users in the noise vector).

111. SYMBOL/CHIP-RATE
SPACE-TIME MMSE

FILTERING

m i n E { 11s -

(4)

where L = M,x (see Figure l ( a ) ) and matrix M, is given by:

BLOCK

FILTERING

A linear space-time block filtering approach to estimate the
multiuser transmitted sequence is assumed. It will aim to deliver the desired signal as free of intersymbol interference (ISI)
and multi-access interference (MAI) as possible. The block filtering scheme can be developed either a t chip or symbol rate,
depending on whether it gives out the estimated transmitted
chip sequence or symbol sequence (see Figure 1). The chiprate linear block filtering has also been termed elsewhere PN
sequence regeneration 1121 and chip sequence restoral [13]; it
requires a posterior despreading stage to get the symbol estimates.
The design of the space-time processing matrix we consider
herein relies on a training sequence t h a t can be defined either
on a symbol or chip basis. For the case of symbol-level training sequence, the covariance matrix of the chip sequence is
R,= CR,CH (singular matrix), where R, = E { s c s ~ }and
R, = E {ss"}. For the case of chip-level training sequence,
however, this matrix is completely unstructured (it does not
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T h e symbol-rate MMSE space-time block filtering minimizes the mean square error (MSE) between its output and
the desired sequence a t a symbol level:
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where R, = E {nn"}. Equations (6) and (7) are related by
the matrix inversion lemma.
T h e non-structured expression for M, (5) can be directly
implemented (Wiener filter) by approximating the ensemble
average by a temporal one (this can be done only if a reducedsize M, corresponding t o a sliding window is used) whenever
the training sequence is given at a symbol level. On the other
hand, the utilization of the structured expressions (6) and ( 7 )
requires a previous estimation of H, or H,, which can be
achieved by means of a symbol/chip-level training sequence
respectively. See Figure 2 for a scheme of the different MMSE
filtering versions (note the dashed lines relating equivalent approaches).
CHIP-RATE BLOCK FILTERING

T h e chip-rate MMSE space-time block filtering minimizes
the chip-level MSE:
minE { ~ ~ S , - L , ~ ~ ~ }

(8)

whereas the use of the non-structured R, (12) converges to
the chip level zero-forcing solution:
C ~ M=
, cx

(H?R;'H~)-'HFR;'.

(15)

Asymptotic expressions (14) and (15) are both unbiased
and have an error covariance matrix given by:

(c~H,HR;'H,c)-'

(16)

and

cH(H,HR;'H,)-~

c

(17)

respectively.

Figure 2: All possible time reference based-only MMSE spacetime filtering combination schemes.

I t can be shown (see Appendix) that
C H (H:R;'H,)-'
C 2 (CHH?R;lH,C)-', where A 2 B
means that (A - B) is positive semidefinite. This clearly
shows that the utilization of the structured R, (more information is used) gives a better (or at least equal) performance.
In fact, the Cramer-Rao bound (CRB) for an unbiased estimator is given by:

where 0, = M,x and matrix M, is given by:
= (C~H;R;~H,C)-'

J-'
M,

=

E

=

R,H? (H,R,H?

{S,X*}

(9)

E {xx"}-'

+ R,)-'.

(io)

After the MMSE chip-rate filtering, a matched filtering or
despreading stage is needed: 0 = CHO, (see Figure l(b)).
Again, the non-structured approach (9) can be directly implemented by using a temporal average (Wiener filter). However, depending on whether the training sequence was generated on a symbol or chip basis it leads t o different estimations.
If symbol-level training sequence is used (R, = CR,C"),
then it is straightforward to check that the resulting combination of the chip-rate filtering and despreading stage is identical
t o the symbol-rate filtering:

and coincides with the error covariance matrix of the block
filtering using the structured R,.

v. PERFORMANCE

EVALUATION O F SPACE-TIME MMSE
BLOCK FILTERING

Given a received signal model and an estimated space-time
matrix, it is quite simple t o estimate its performance in terms
of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Assuming E {s} = 0 and zeromean noise, the SNR at the output of the block equalizer can
be expressed as:
variance of desired signal
= variance of ISI+MAI+noise

In case that chip-level training sequence is used (R, = &I ),
R, is full rank and we can apply the matrix inversion lemma
t o obtain (as for the symbol-rate filtering case):

C ~ M=
, cH (H?R;'H,

+ R;')-'

H?R,-'.

The structured approach requires a previous estimation of
In any case, we can choose whether to use the structured or
non-structured matrix R,. See Figure 2 for a scheme of all
filtering possibilities.
OF SPACE-TIME

MMSE BLOCK FILTERING
To compare analytically the performance of space-time
MMSE block filtering schemes using both the structured
and unstructured matrices R,, we will assume R, = I and
R, = cr:I, to study the asymptotic behavior.
For c:
CO, both methods, (7) and (12), converge to the
same expression, corresponding to the decorrelating matched
filter (DMF) solution (up to a scalar factor):
------f

M,

O:

C ~ M C(
,

c~HFR;'.

With the SNR at the input of the d a t a detector, the average
(over users and discrete time) uncoded bit error probability
can be estimated as:

where k is the user index, n represents the discrete time,
p (yu)) is the probability density function of the SNR resulting from the varying channel impulse responses6 and pb(z)
is the well-known bit error probability for a QPSK signaling
over an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel as a
function of the SNR [l]:

-&

where &(z) =
Jzm e-t2/2dt [l]. Note that the bit error
probability computed this way is merely an estimate, since the
AWGN assumption is only an approximation of the interfering
terms.
The estimation of the symbols after the space-time block
filtering can be compactly written as:

(13)

On the other hand, for 0: --+ 0, the use of the structured R,,
(7) and (ll), converges t o the symbol-level zero-forcing (ZF)
solution:
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H, and, therefore, a chip-level training sequence is needed.

Iv. ASYMPTOTICANALYTICAL COMPARISON

(18)
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0 = As

+ Bn

(22)

61nstead of using a theoretical expression for the pdf,
Monte-Carlo simulations are used t o obtain different channel
realizations, yielding a semi-analytical performance evaluation
method.
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Figure 3: BER of different MMSE configurations for Pedestrian channel propagation model (v=3 km/h) with AS=8".

Figure 4: BER of different MMSE configurations for Vehicular
channel propagation model (v=120 km/h) with AS=8".

where matrices A and B depend on the applied method. T h e
signal estimated for user k a t discrete time TI can be then
decomposed into:

filtering using the structured matrix), 2) non-structured chiprate filtering, and 3) structured chip-rate filtering using the
unstructured matrix.
The performance of each methods is given in terms of uncoded bit error rate (BER) as a function of the instantaneous
received E b / I o (where IO accounts for all the intercell interfering users) received a t one antenna (with EJNo = 20dB).
It is important t o remark that, in a real implementation,
it is unaffordable t o estimate filtering matrix M for the whole
block (the length of the received vector x for a block length
of 2560 chips and 8 antenna elements is about 20480) and to
perform a one-shot block filtering of the received snapshot x.
Therefore, it renders necessary to work on a narrow sliding
window basis with the consequent performance degradation.
In Figures 3 and 4, the BER of the three aforementioned
methods using an estimated channel along with the corresponding t o the ideal channel knowledge is depicted for both
Pedestrian and Vehicular channel. Remarkably, the BER
curves obtained directly from Monte-Carlo simulations or indirectly from the computed SNR using the AWGN approximation were almost identical. As expected from the analytical
derivations, for low SNR both symbol-rate and chip-rate filtering methods converge t o the DMF, whereas for high SNR, the
symbol-rate filtering outperforms the chip-rate filtering (see
Figure 3). For the Vehicular model, due t o the time-varying
nature of the channel coefficients (and the impossibility to estimate it properly), the difference of performance of all the
methods is significantly reduced. It is important to remark
that the interference-plus-noise covariance matrix has been
assumed identical for both the training and the data parts.
In practice, taking into account intercell users (interference)
and assuming a chip-level training sequence, R, is temporally
white for the training part but structured for the data part
(due to the spreading codes), leading t o a reduction of performance as can be seen from Figure 5 (synchronization of
intercell users is assumed).

=

' :5

--

dk)+ ([A]%,:
s- [A],,,s?') + [B],,:
n

[AIt,%

desired

2

=

ISI+ M A 1

N(k-l)+n

25
(23)

where [XI,,, represents the element in the i t h row and i t h
column of the matrix X and [XIi,:the i t h row of X.
From expression (23), it is easy to derive the SNR a t the
output of the space-time block filter(see (24) on top of next
page).
Note that for a n ideal knowledge of the channel and noise
covariance matrix, perfect estimates of the block filtering matrices can be obtained, leading to the particular SNR expressions given in [Ill.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
Monte-Carlo simulations were carried out assuming the
reception of 8 intracell and 6 intercell low-rate users (fixed
spreading code with SF=16) impinging over an uniform linear array (ULA) of 8 sensors separated half the carrier wavelength (see [14] for downlink single-antenna numerical results
using time-varying spreading codes). The direction-of-arrival
(DOA) of each source was chosen randomly over the range [6Oo,6O0](assuming a three-sectorial cell deployment). Imperfect power control (using a 3dB step) was considered for all the
users with respect t o their corresponding base station. All the
details of the simulations were chosen according t o the 3 G P P
technical specification for TDD mode of UTRA [3]. The spatial distribution of the sources was modelled using a Laplacian
Power Angular Spectrum with a power angular spread (AS)
of 8 degrees according to [15]. T h e temporal dispersion of the
channel was generated with both Pedestrian and Vehicular
channel propagation models as specified by ETSI [16] with a
speed of 3 km/h and 120 k m / h respectively.
According to the scheme depicted in Figure 2, there are just
three different cases to compare in UTRA-TDD (the training sequences are defined on a chip-level basis): 1) structured
symbol-rate filtering (being identical to structured chip-rate
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V I I . CONCLUSIONS
In the present paper, differences arising from the general MMSE space-time block equalization approach have been
stated, depending on whether the training sequence is given
a t a chip or symbol level, the chip/symbol rate nature of the
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filtering process and the non-structured vs. structured computation of the block filtering matrix. According t o these alternatives, different variants of the MMSE method naturally
arise. To be more specific, only three of these schemes apply to
TDD mode of UTRA. They have been analytically compared
and extensively tested via Monte-Carlo simulations.
The main conclusion to be drawn upon the results of this
paper is that MMSE symbol-rate filtering clearly outperforms
chip-rate alternative schemes.
APPENDIX
Proof that C r (H:R;‘H,)-l
C1 2 (CrHFR;lH,C1)-l.
Assuming that H, is full column rank (which is true for
linearly independent channels for each user a t least at one receiving antenna), then HZRG’H, is positive definite. Since
C1 is a ”tall” matrix with orthonormal columns (CFC, = I),
we can complete the set of columns t o get a unitary matrix
C = [ C1 C2 ] so that CHC = CCH = I. Using the decomposition HrR;lH, = UDUH,we can define the matrix
M as:
M = C~H?R;’H,C = C H ~ C
(25)
H

where
= U C.
Since H:RZ1Hc is definite positive, so is M and we have
the following inequality [17, p.474, Theorem 7.7.81:

(M-’) (SI2 (M(S))-’

(26)

where M(S) is the principal submatrix of M determined
by deletion of the rows and columns indicated by the index set S. Using the fact that M-’ = eHD-’C, i t
follows that CfD-’C, 2 (CfD&)-’ and, therefore,

cf (HFR;~H,)-’ c12

(CFH:R;~H~C~)-’. QED.
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